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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
The Relations of Pain, Religious Coping, 
and Depression in Fibromyalgia Patients
by
Derek Orlando Bacchus
Master of Arts, Graduate Program in Psychology 
Loma Linda University, June 2007 
Dr. Kendal Boyd, Chairperson
This study attempted to examine the relationship between Fibromyalgia
Syndrome (FMS) pain, religious coping, and depression. The Fibromyalgia Impact
Questionnaire (FIQ), Short-Form McGill Pain Questionnaire (SF-MPQ), RCOPE, and the
Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) were used to assess these
constructs in 50 participants. The sample was primarily middle aged and female, which is
typical of the FMS population. This study used multiple regression to make assumptions
about the causal progression of the variables. Study findings show that religious coping
does not appear to significantly mediate the strong relationship between FMS pain and
depression. This research served to uncover potential coping irregularities in FMS
patients. Future research focused on longitudinal measurement of coping and depression




Fibromyalgia Syndrome (FMS) is a musculoskeletal disease that is characterized
by a variety of different symptoms, including generalized pain, stiffness, tender points,
sleep disturbances, swelling, numbness, headaches, and irritability of the bowels
(Goldenberg, 1987). The etiology of FMS is still unknown (Arnold, Keck & Welge,
2000), and much research has been conducted on possible causes (Nicassio, Schoenfeld-
Smith, Radojevic, & Schuman, 1995) and treatments (Graven-Nielsen, 2000; King et ah,
2002; Raphael, Southall, Trehame, & Kitas, 2002). While FMS was at first believed to be
psychosomatic in nature (Goldenberg, 1987), the expanding prevalence of FMS casts
doubt on this assumption because FMS is not just a pattern of symptoms found in one
specific group of people (Kashikar-Zuck, Vaught, Goldschneider, Graham, & Miller,
2002). The National Institutes of Health estimates that 3-6% of the U.S. population
experiences FMS—^between 3 and 7 million individual cases (NIAMS, 1999; About
fibromyalgia, n.d.). This large figure makes it apparent why FMS is worthy of research
concerning not only its origin but individual management of it as well.
The prevalence of FMS has indeed stimulated much research on the subject,
especially in regards to differing ways of coping with such an illness. For example, FMS
patients may take a problem-focused approach to coping by searching for ways to
decrease negative symptoms, or they may react by trying to cope with concomitant
negative emotions (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). The form of coping which is of interest to
this study is religious coping. The operationalization of this construct often varies in the
literature. This study uses the definition of religious coping as being “an expression of a
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sense of spirituality, a secure relationship with God, a belief that there is meaning to be
found in life, and a sense of spiritual connectedness with others” (Pargament, Smith,
Koenig, & Perez, 1998, p. 712). This formulation of religious coping is useful for the
purpose of this study because it denotes broader characteristics of religious practices than
just prayer or hope, which are often the only parts of religious coping examined in the
literature. The emphasis regarding personal relationships with God and others makes the
term broad. Of even more import is the mention of finding meaning in life. As will be
discussed later, meaning and control are seen as effective mechanisms in religious coping
that lead to positive outcomes.
Patients with health-related ailments often report using religious coping strategies
(Ellison & Taylor, 1997; Pargament et al., 1998). Further, it has been found that
approximately a quarter of FMS patients practice some form of religious coping
strategies (Nicassio, Schuman, et al., 1997). Findings such as this are just one of many
given Ray’s (2004) assertion that research concerning religious and spiritual variables in
the behavioral sciences is increasing. Since such a large number of people report using
religious coping strategies, there is a growing need to examine the role of this construct
and how it relates to real life problems such as illness (Ray, 2004).
Another reason why religious coping is of interest is because of the associations
found between it and health related problems (Ray, 2004; Nicassio, Schoenfeld-Smith, et
al., 1995; Keefe et al., 2001; Ellison & Taylor, 1996; Bush et al., 1999; Dunn & Horgas,
2004; Pargament et al., 1998; Burckhardt, Clark, & Bennett, 1993). However, a common
problem in these studies is that many are cross-sectional and do not make a strong
argument for whether there is a path of causation from health variables to religious
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coping variables or vice versa (Ellison & Taylor, 1996; Bush et ah, 1999; Dunn &
Horgas, 2004; Pargament et al., 1998). In other words, most studies do not offer a clear
argument on whether a health variable like FMS causes changes in religious coping
strategies or whether religious coping causes changes in the presenting health problem.
Finally, depression also appears to play an important role in FMS. Depression has
been estimated as affecting as much as 10% of the elderly, medically ill population
(Bosworth, Park, McQuoid, Hays, & Steffens, 2003). This figure is likely generalizable
to many people who suffer from FMS because these patients are often middle aged or
elderly (NIAMS, 1999; Goldenberg, 1987). Presently, it is unclear whether depression is
a cause or outcome of FMS symptoms (Bosworth et al., 2003). Therefore, the link













This research will test hypothesized models of causation between the three
constructs of FMS symptoms, religious coping, and depression. In Model 1, FMS
symptoms are hypothesized to cause changes in religious coping that lead to varying
depression outcomes. Model 2 hypothesizes that religious coping causes changes in FMS
symptoms that in turn affect depression outcomes. Theoretical support for these models
will be examined.
Fibromyalgia
Fibromyalgia Syndrome (FMS) is not a new diagnosis in the medical world.
Historically, many terms have been used to describe the same condition, but the primary
symptom of FMS (tender point pain) can be traced back as far as 1824 (Goldenberg,
1987). Tender points were originally thought to be associated with rheumatism, but
histological investigation by Stockman in 1904 disconfirmed this belief (Goldenberg,
1987). FMS eventually was classified as including pain, fatigue, sleep disturbances, and a
small group of other symptoms (Goldenberg, 1987, Arnold et al., 2000; Nicassio,
Schoenfeld-Smith et al., 1997; Nicassio, Radojevic et al., 1997; Bernard, Prince, &
Edsall, 2000). The fact that modem medicine has yet to account for the etiology of FMS
can only be regarded as further impetus for research on FMS.
Research has shown that a common reason why FMS patients use alternative
methods of treatment is that medical forms of treatment simply do not produce desired
results (Nicassio, Schuman, et al., 1997). Nicassio, Schuman, et al. examined FMS pain
from a different perspective by using it as a predictor instead of a criterion variable in
their study. Using a sample of mostly upper-middle class participants, the researchers
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used pain as a predictor of “complementary treatments” to see when non-medical
treatment methods were used by the participants (Nicassio, Schuman, et al., 1997, p.
2009). Ninety-eight percent of the participants reported using non-medical treatments in
their recent struggles with FMS. In terms of overall alternative coping/treatment use, the
researchers found that more pain predicted the use of more strategies. These findings
speak to the active searching of the participants in trying alternative treatments when
regular medical interventions were not sufficient in combating the negative experience of
FMS.
The study by Nicassio, Schuman, et al. (1997) also adequately addressed the
participants’ perception of FMS pain by excluding a wide array of comorbidities such as
rheumatoid arthritis, and scleroderma. However, the measure used to assess alternative
treatments was constructed for the study, and there was little mention of any steps taken
to address the reliability and validity issues of the scale. The study listed religious coping
strategies as a complementary treatment, so it appears that the intensity and possibly
duration of FMS pain can lead to both religious coping methods and other treatment
options. This line of reasoning supports the view that FMS predicts the occurrence of
coping procedures (the first model presented in this research). The research by Nicassio,
Schuman, et al. also highlights the fact that FMS patients often view the use of medical
treatments alone as ineffective in the maintenance of FMS.
Medical treatments have largely been ineffective in treating FMS (Arnold, et al.,
2000; Buskila, 2001; Bernard et al., 2000). A review of psychopharmacological
treatments by Buskila (1999) found few positive effects with the use of drug therapy on
FMS symptoms. The most prominent symptom of FMS, tender point pain, seems to show
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no improvement with the use of medication. The only FMS symptom which seems to
respond well to medication (sedative and hypnotic agents) is sleep disturbance. These
findings can be explained by noting the sleep-inducing effects of sedatives. Therefore, the
less common symptom of FMS sleep disturbance can be rather effectively treated with
regular sedatives.
A meta-analysis by Arnold et al. (2000) found that randomized, controlled trials
with anti-depressants and tricyclics (serotonin/norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors) were
moderately effective in improving sleep disturbance symptoms of FMS. Sleep
disturbances were defined as any reduction in the quality of sleep as reported by FMS
patients. The researchers acknowledged that this finding was less than overwhelming
because of the soporific effects these treatments were known to provide. However, they
also noted that tricyclic agents, in general, produced a small effect on FMS symptoms,
including pain. This has bearing on the current research because the poor effect of
medical treatment on FMS symptoms naturally leads to questions about other possible
options of handling FMS. Religious coping will be discussed later as just such an
alternative.
Aside from the issue that medicine is often ineffective in treating FMS, there is a
strong argument in the research literature that chronic pain patients display many
different psychological difficulties and psychopathological disorders (Deardorff, 2000;
Hallberg & Carlsson, 2000). In fact, research has found depression to be acutely involved
with chronic pain syndromes in general (Deardorff, 2000) and FMS in particular (Arnold
et al., 2004; Kashikar-Zuck et al., 2002). Psychopathology presents added complexity in
understanding the phenomenon of FMS, in that both medical and psychological factors
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could be partial causes. This reasoning suggests that perhaps a mixture of medical and
psychological treatments may be beneficial to the treatment of FMS.
Deardorff (2000) reports that most personality disorders are over-represented in
the chronic pain population. Despite this finding, it would not be entirely true to assume
all cases of FMS are caused by mental illness. Comorbidity may have led researchers to
spuriously associate mental health with FMS. For example, even though FMS is
diagnosed predominantly in women (About fibromyalgia, n.d.; Buskila, 2001), there now
appears to be less cross-cultural and age effects (Kashikar-Zuck et al., 2002). However,
the association between psychopathology and FMS speaks to the interrelation of
biopsychosocial forces, and current research cannot entirely explain causation between
these two constructs.
Current knowledge about FMS concludes that it is a musculoskeletal syndrome of
unknown etiology that is more commonly associated with the symptom of pain and, less
commonly, with sleep disturbances, muscle stiffness, fatigue, irritable bowel syndrome,
etc. (Goldenberg, 1987, Arnold et al., 2000; Nicassio, Schoenfeld-Smith et al., 1995;
Nicassio, Radojevic et al., 1997; Bernard et al., 2000). Research has shown that medical
interventions are generally ineffective in reducing or eliminating the symptoms of FMS
(Arnold, et al., 2000; Buskila, 2001; Buskila, 1999; Bernard et al., 2000). In fact, a
common finding is that the ineffectiveness of medical treatments often leads FMS
patients to seek out alternative forms of treatment (Nicassio, Schuman, et al, 1997).
Relevant theories and research literature relating to religious coping and its relationship
with health problems will be explored in the following section.
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Religious Coping
Religious coping is partly defined in this study as described by Pargament et al.
(1998) as being “an expression of a sense of spirituality, a secure relationship with God, a
belief that there is meaning to be found in life, and a sense of spiritual connectedness
with others” (p. 712). The only addition made to this definition of religious coping is the
incorporation of a search for control along with a relationship with God and a search for
meaning in life.
Lazarus and Folkman (1984) argue that before coping can begin, events must be
appraised in terms of their particular import on a person. According to their views,
primary appraisals are the cognitive actions taken by people to evaluate meaningful life
events (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). The three possible appraisals are categorized as
irrelevant, benign-positive, and stressful. Stressful appraisals are of interest here because
these are thought to tie directly to the process of coping. The three subcategories of stress
appraisals include harm/loss, threat, or challenge appraisal. Harm/loss and threat
appraisals denote that a person has already sustained or is about to sustain imminent
losses due to the stressful event (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). In terms of FMS, primary
appraisals would involve a person’s expectations that the experience of FMS may be
stressful.
Pargament (1997) extends the theoretical implications of primary appraisals by
arguing that events are interpreted in light of our personal values. Therefore, dangerous
or stressful situations are differentially evaluated across people with variable value
systems. Regarding the construction of events as being stressful, Spilka et al. (2003)
points out that once people view a particular situation as stressful, they are more likely to
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use religious coping strategies than if they view the situation as challenging, supporting
the idea that religious strategies can indeed function within the scope of normal coping
processes and not as a separate process altogether. This would apply mostly to people
who are religious, so it should not be inferred that everyone naturally turns to religion
during periods of stress.
Another appraisal that must occur before the onset of the coping process is
secondary appraisal (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). The concept of secondary appraisals
goes beyond the appraisal of an event as stressful. Once a person has designated that a
situation or problem is a stressor, he/she must then cognitively assess his/her perceived
efficacy in solving the presenting problem (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Beliefs about
resources, abilities, and expectations play a role in this assessment process.
Pargament (1997) described the process of secondary appraisals as combining
with primary appraisals to designate exactly how difficult a person views a presenting
problem to be and what can be done about it. The concept of secondary appraisals
involves a sense of perceived control over problems. Problems deemed controllable
generate less stress than problems that seem insurmountable. At a deeper cognitive level,
how people appraise stressful situations could influence how they search for meaning
during times of crisis. Based on the definition of religious coping as involving a belief
that meaning can be found to life’s problems (Pargament et al., 1998), it appears that
religious coping can be used by individuals as a way of dealing with questions regarding
why a particular problem has occurred. This argument by Pargament (1998) implies that
perhaps religious coping is a causal mechanism in affecting not only the personal,
psychological reactions people develop, but the presenting problem as well. According to
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this reasoning, it seems that religious coping may alter a person’s experience with FMS
and therefore affect that person’s depression level. This is similar to the process described
by the second model in Figure 1, where religious coping is hypothesized as causing
changes in FMS symptoms, that in turn effect differences in depression outcomes.
The empirical research on the threat-appraisal of FMS symptoms has shown a
substantial use of religious coping in situations where FMS is perceived as a stressful
event. Dunn and Horgas (2004) used a convenience sample of 200 participants to
investigate the health outcomes of elderly adults who used both religious and non­
religious coping strategies in response to chronic pain. Participants were included if they
had experienced chronic pain for a period of more than 3 months, were of a Judeo-
Christian background, and did not show signs of cognitive impairment. The results
showed increased use of religious and behavioral coping strategies, even though the
intensity and duration of pain, as well as the number of painful body locations reported,
were greater than in most other studies (Dunn & Horgas, 2004). Religious coping was
operationalized in their study as being collaborative with God, self-directing, or deferring
during the experience of pain. The findings of this study could indicate that participants
appraised their chronic pain as being a stressor, thereby motivating them to pursue active
forms of coping. This research was limited, however, by its sample of adults who were
already predominantly active at their places of convalescence. Therefore, it is possible
that participants used more active coping strategies as a result of social support,
longstanding habits, or another third variable rather than the appraisal of recurring pain.
Another study by Ellison and Taylor (1996) supports the assumption of appraisals
initiating the use of religious coping. These researchers argued that the perception of a
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problem is a critical factor in determining the use of religious coping strategies such as
prayer and interaction with people of a similar faith. Ellison and Taylor (1996) asked
participants (N =1,299) to recall a stressful, recently encountered problem and report the
strategies used to cope with that stressor. The findings showed a significant use of
religious coping strategies for problems related to personal health. This could mean that
health issues were perceived as stressful which in turn prompted people to begin coping
via their religious beliefs. The research by Ellison and Taylor (1996) would appear to
support the model of health problems causing changes in religious coping. A major
weakness of the study, however, was that the researchers attempted to measure specific
dimensions of religious coping with one or two-item scales (reliability alphas ranged
from .63 to .78). This casts doubt on the reliability of their measurement tools and the
generalizability of their findings.
Additional studies have inquired as to the process of appraisal and religious
coping (Bush et al., 1999; Keefe et al., 2000), and Nicassio et al. (1995) conducted one of
particular interest. The researchers used an active/passive coping scale (Pain
Management Inventory) to assess how participants dealt with FMS pain. Religious
coping, conceptualized as a diversionary strategy, was only measured via a couple items
on the PMI. Interestingly, high levels of religious coping were linked to higher levels of
pain (Nicassio et al., 1995). This puzzling finding could have been due to the fact that
higher levels of pain drove participants to use more religious coping strategies in an
attempt to counteract their increased discomfort. Also, it could be that increased pain
caused participants to cope in ways that decreased their psychological, rather than
physical discomfort. Such a process would be indicative of first model of causation
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illustrated in Figure 1, where FMS symptoms lead to changes in religious coping, that in
turn causes differences in depression outcomes.
The research by Nicassio et al. (1995) appears to show that threat-appraised
events (in this instance, FMS pain) were associated with the increased use of religious
coping. This finding could be explained two ways. First, it could be that since religious
coping was used as an independent variable in the study, it was ineffective in causing a
change in levels of pain experienced. Second, it could be argued that increased pain led to
increases in religious coping. Therefore, Nicassio et al. (1995) calls for research to be
done concerning the direction of the pain and religious coping relationship. The issue of
directionality prompted the researchers to argue that because active coping may lead to
more pain, active coping could possibly be used once FMS patients start to experience
some relief from their pain. This argument only makes sense when active coping is seen
as physical activity. However, Nicassio et al. (1995) also describe active coping as
involving a cognitive aspect. Therefore, active coping (physical activity) may indeed
cause more FMS pain and be a better coping response after pain has lessened.
Conversely, if FMS patients should use active coping (cognitive responses) after they
achieve relief from pain, there seems to be little use in coping at all, since relief from pain
is often the very goal of such an undertaking.
The contrary findings of Nicassio et al. (1995) serve to underscore the need for
investigating an individual’s beliefs about their coping ability. Self-efficacy regarding
coping skills and abilities relates to a person’s control and search for meaning during
stressful events (Pargament, 1997). Therefore, the definition of religious coping used in
this study includes not only the assumption of a relationship with God but a search for
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meaning and control as well. This definition of religious coping diverges somewhat from
Lazarus and Folkman’s (1984) theory of coping.
While primary and secondary appraisals appear to fit well with appraisals that can
be made in religious coping, the coping styles of Lazarus and Folkman (1984) do not
seem to fit as well with religious coping. The two styles of coping are defined as
problem-focused and emotion-focused coping (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Problem-
focused coping involves the formation of actual solutions to problems once they have
been thoroughly assessed. Emotion-focused coping denotes the reducing of emotional
distress through various forms of self-regulating cognitive actions (Lazarus & Folkman,
1984). Religious coping is often seen as an emotion-focused diversion (Nicassio et al.,
1995) rather than a problem-focused strategy that can positively affect health problems
(Pargament, 2000).
It is evident from the definition of religious coping being used in this study that
the directionality of cause between religious coping and health issues (specifically, FMS)
is still unclear (Nicassio et al., 1995; Bush et al., 1999). However, the meaningful
components of religious coping are specified as being the search for control and search
for meaning involving a relationship with God. The constructs of control and meaning
will be explained further through the review of relevant literature.
Coping is thought to work as well as a person perceives it to be working. This
concept of coping efficacy was investigated by Keefe et al. (1997), who performed a
study to look at the impact of coping efficacy on mood and pain associated with
rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Even though the cause of pain in this study was rheumatoid
arthritis and not FMS, the findings of this study are still of interest because RA pain has
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been found to be reported as only moderately less painful than FMS pain (Nicassio,
Radojevic, et al. 1997). The construct of perceived efficacy was operationalized as being
related to the perception that a coping strategy had been effective in meeting specific
goals (Keefe et ah, 1997). This reasoning by the researchers appears to be similar to the
concept of willful control because the participants (RA patients) were instructed to keep
structured journals of the effectiveness of the coping strategies they used. The unique
contribution of Keefe et al. (1997) is that their measure allowed for more variable and
dynamic coping strategies to be reported. The limitation to this, unfortunately, was that
the use of multiple strategies made the findings less clear as to the true effectiveness of a
particular coping strategy.
The research by Keefe et al. (1997) found that religious coping (operationalized
as the seeking of spiritual support) was related to participants’ perception of their coping
efficacy. Essentially, there was a relationship between the spiritual support people
received and the perceived efficacy of their coping. Although this particular finding does
not specify the level of pain encountered during religious coping, this seems to provide
evidence for the assumption that people experiencing pain search for control during their
illnesses. The use of many coping strategies such as relaxation, catharsis, and emotional
support together predicted more pain. This could have been a case where patients were
willing to try many different coping strategies because the pain during a particular day
was markedly intense. The Keefe et al. (1997) study appears to look for a causal link
between coping and pain, but it reaches the same conclusions as the Nicassio et al. (1995)
study, which found a relationship, but not a causal directionality between the two
constructs.
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Control plays an important part of people’s lives by allowing them to make sense
of problems ranging from general life difficulties (Bandura, 1999) to pain (Lefebvre et al,
1999; Keefe et al., 2000). Lefebvre’s (1999) study of the relationship between self-
efficacy and daily coping efficacy in RA patients found that self-efficacy not only
predicted an increase in the efficacy of daily coping but was also correlated with
decreased levels of pain. These findings support the assumption that control is something
sought by sufferers of chronic pain. While this study managed to use several measures to
assess the levels of perceived personal and coping efficacy, the correlational nature of the
research design does not establish or even suggest causality. Furthermore, these findings
are somewhat offset by Hallberg and Carlsson’s (2000) observation that FMS patients
often have lower self-esteem. How closely self-esteem relates to self-efficacy or
perceived control is beyond the scope of this study. However, it could be that FMS
patients do not experience an increase of perceived control until their symptoms
gradually abate.
In addition to the part that control may play in religious coping, the search for
meaning is another need that people often feel when confronted with stress-appraised
experiences (Pargament et al., 2000). Spilka et al. (2003) described the need for meaning
as the central component of coping during stressful times. A very stressful feature of
FMS is that the length of time that FMS persists is often reported at being about a decade
or even longer (Nicassio, Radojevic, et al., 1997; Nicassio et al., 1995; Burckhardt, Clark,
& Bennett, 1993; Patarca-Montero, 2002). This prolonged measure of time, during which
people must find a way to deal with a variety of symptoms, appears to be an ample reason
why people search for meaning during this variable, non-life-threatening disease.
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In terms of research concerning the search for meaning, Keefe et al. (2001) cited
the need for more research examining the psychological benefits of religious coping.
Specifically, these researchers mentioned the quest for meaning as a possible outcome of
research involving pain-related illnesses. Spilka et al. (2003) argued that the search for
meaning operates as a mechanism that gives the individual control over stressful
situations. It therefore appears that control and meaning are used together to effectively
cope with threat-appraised situations.
The search for control and meaning fits under the rubric of religious coping.
However, research on religious coping certainly did not begin with broad definitions such
as the one used in this study. Religious topics were once considered unimportant
variables and are now being seen increasingly as having a definite place in the realm of
coping (Ray, 2004). It has been pointed out that interest and research in the area of
religion and spirituality has increased greatly in the last couple of decades (Scheurich,
2003 as cited in Ray, 2004).
An early antecedent of research on religious coping is Engel’s (1980) landmark
article on the biopsychosocial model. His discussion of the biopsychosocial model did
not explicitly mention religious coping as an illness treatment option, but the sentiments
expressed therein pointed to the necessity of studying the ways in which person-related
variables can account for differences in health issues. Essentially, the biopsychosicial
model allows for interactions between all variables even on different levels of analysis.
Nearly a quarter century later, Ray (2004) echoed those arguments by noting how
religious and social variables account for wide differences in illness and even mortality.
Similar to Pargament’s (1998) views, the theoretical work of Ray (2004) and Engel
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(1980) both seem to allow for person-level variables like religious coping to cause
changes in disease-level variables such as FMS. This leaves an important gap in the
literature because the isolation of a causal relationship between religious coping and FMS
could inform treatments that are more specific for FMS and other pain-related patients
(Bush et ah, 1999).
Given that religious coping is defined in this study as encompassing several broad
constructs (meaning, control, etc.), a flaw in many studies involving religious coping is
that very few items are used to measure such a wide construct (Bush, et al, 1999; Dunn &
Horgas, 2004). For example, the Coping Strategies Questionnaire, a respected measure of
coping strategies involved with pain-related illnesses, contains only 6 items relating to
prayer and hope (Dunn & Horgas, 2004). From a psychometric standpoint, the use of few
items to measure a construct leads to unreliability (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994).
A good example involving improper measurement of religious coping can be
found in the work of Rosenstiel and Keefe (1983). These researchers found that the
religious coping variable of prayer/hoping/di verting attention was associated with more
pain in chronic pain patients. However, the lumping of prayer and hope with “diverting
attention” portrays this religious coping construct as being one of negative coping, raising
validity concerns. In addition, prayer and hoping are only a narrow aspect of religious
coping. In any case, there is the issue of whether participants increased coping strategies
because their pain increased or whether increased strategies adversely affected their
levels of pain. Research into the causal pathway between the two variables is necessary.
Since Lazarus and Folkman (1984) define emotion-focused coping as possibly self-
deceptive, this depicts religious coping as an emotional escape from reality. Therefore, it
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is likely that the operationalization of religious coping in the Rosenstiel and Keefe (1983)
study could account for the puzzling findings regarding prayer.
Studies like the ones carried out by Rosenstiel and Keefe (1983) illustrate that
religious coping is often viewed as being a narrow construct instead of a broad one (Bush
et al., 1999). Given the research supporting the inefficacy of medical treatments for FMS,
it is reasonable to argue that a religious coping alternative is worthy of investigation.
Specifically, the views of individual FMS sufferers could be used to proactively appraise
events and search for meaning and control in them. This search for meaning and control
is explained within the context of having a relationship with God that allows such
processes to indeed be related to the experience of FMS pain. Therefore, religious coping
is conceptualized not as a one-dimensional measure of belief or affiliation but as a
meaningfully integrative process in which people engage.
The preceding review of theories and literature related to religious coping has
outlined the definition of religious coping for this study. Additionally, major ideas
regarding the coping process in general have been reviewed (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984;
Engel, 1980; Ray, 2004; Pargament et al., 1998; Pargament et al., 2000; Spilka et al.,
2003). Research concerning the various operationalizations of religious coping have been
contrasted with the definition of religious coping as a relationship with God that entails
the search for control and meaning during stress-perceived events (Keefe et al., 1997;
Nicassio et al., 1995; Bandura, 1999; Lefebvre et al., 1999; Keefe et al., 2000).
Furthermore, common measurement errors in the literature regarding religious coping
have been examined (Dunn & Horgas, 2004; Bush et al., 1999; Nunnally & Bernstein,
1994). The multidimensional construct of religious coping is appreciably broad and
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accepted as being related to health issues such as FMS pain. It is not clear from the
literature, however, whether religious coping causes changes in FMS symptoms or vice
versa (Nicassio et ah, 1995).
Depression
Negative outcomes such as depression and catastrophizing are commonly found
in relation to chronic illnesses (Nicassio et al., 1995; Burckhardt et al., 1993; Turner,
Jensen, Warms, & Cardenas, 2002; Turner, Jensen, & Romano, 2000; Kashikar-Zuck et
al., 2002; Gracely et al., 2004; Keefe et al., 2000; Arnold et al., 2004). While it may
appear that the experience of pain being associated with depression and catastrophizing is
obvious, the relationship of these two constructs to pain-related outcomes is important to
clearly establish. Specifically, depression and catastrophizing could be negative outcomes
that result from negative coping styles (including negative religious coping). Thus,
literature regarding the relationship between depression/catastrophizing and both
religious coping and pain-related diseases will be examined. Interestingly, most of the
research in this area assumes that pain causes depression and that coping responses
mediate this relationship. This is important to note given the ambiguity of the religious
coping literature as to the cause-effect relationship between pain and religious coping.
Catastrophizing is a part of the appraisal process where problems are identified as
threats. It is defined as an individual’s counterproductive response to pain “as being
awful, horrible and unbearable” (Gracely et al., 2004, p. 836). In essence, a person faced
with a perceived imminent stressor (whether it is really harmful or not) is catastrophizing
when he/she excessively worries about an impending problem (Turner, Jensen, &
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Romano, 2000). Pain, the most studied of all FMS symptoms, has been associated with
catastrophizing. At one point there has been a debate, however, as to whether
catastrophizing is separate from depression (Gracely et ah, 2004, Turner et ah, 2002;
Keefe et al., 2000). Sullivan and D’Eon (as cited in Gracely et al., 2004) argued that
depression is too overlapped with the construct of catastrophizing. However, recent
research has contended that this is not the case because both depression and
catastrophizing has been shown to explain meaningful variance in outcomes related to
chronic pain illnesses (Turner et al., 2002; Turner et al., 2000; Keefe et al., 2000).
A study conducted by Turner et al. (2002) looked at how catastrophizing affected
adjustment to chronic pain. The researchers used the Coping Strategies Questionnaire
(CSQ), a scale that has been examined thoroughly in terms of its psychometric properties.
Turner et al. (2002) found that increased catastrophizing was associated with poorer
adjustment to chronic pain, but no distinction was made in separating the construct of
catastrophizing and depression. This research therefore served to give credence to the
idea of catastrophizing as a construct, but there is still the possibility that it was
explaining the same variance accounted for by depression.
Keefe et al. (2000) performed a study that more clearly addressed the issue of
catastrophizing versus depression. The researchers measured the effect of depression as a
possible mediator between catastrophizing and pain. Despite the fact that the participants
of the study suffered from the chronic pain of osteoarthritis (OA) and not FMS, the
finding that catastrophizing impacted pain-related outcomes is still important. As
previously explained, FMS symptoms can often appear to be similar to those of arthritic
and chronic pain conditions. Pain-causing illnesses such as OA and RA are often
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investigated terms of the depressive and catastrophizing behavior observed in patients.
Keefe et al. (2000) found that catastrophizing accounted for unique variance in pain-
related outcomes beyond depression. This means that catastrophizing and depression may
be the result of separate forms of coping that hamper an FMS sufferer’s capacity to
experience relief from symptoms. However, there has been little, if any, research done
regarding catastrophizing in FMS populations. Since the aim of this research is the
investigate relations of FMS symptoms with religious coping and their causative effects
of depression, there will not be an explicit effort to distinguish the constructs of
catastrophizing and depression.
Kashikar-Zuck et al. (2002) conducted a study that examined the outcome of
depression in an FMS population. While FMS affects women substantially more than
men (About fibromyalgia, n.d.), FMS also has been diagnosed in children, the designated
population for the Kashikar-Zuck et al. study. The researchers examined children ages 9-
19 in their study comparing the depression of children diagnosed with FMS or chronic
back pain. Unfortunately, the sample size of the study featured only 18 people per group
(FMS and chronic back pain patients), and the FMS group contained no males. Perhaps
this sample over-corrected, in terms of gender, for an already skewed population. No
significant differences were noted between the two groups, but of interest to this research
is the fact that juvenile FMS patients with higher depression scores reported more pain-
related problems than did juvenile chronic back pain patients (Kashikar-Zuck et al.,
2002). This finding speaks to the possibility that FMS populations have a higher risk of
depression than other pain-related populations.
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Although the Kashikar-Zuck et al. (2002) study found an elevated level of
depression in FMS patients, it also noted that the FMS group reported longer lengths of
pain duration than those experiencing chronic back pain. Additionally, the distribution of
depression scores for the FMS group showed that 3 out of the 18 (16.7%) patients
measured in the severe range of depression (Kashikar-Zuck et al., 2002). There is no
denying that this is a small effect, and the small sample size of the study lacks the power
to properly investigate the possible relationship between increased FMS symptoms and a
patient’s depression level. However, the research of Kashikar-Zuck et al. appears to show
a pattern of depression in sufferers of FMS. Within the framework of this research study,
it appears that FMS is related to depression. Therefore, it is possible that religious coping
could affect this relationship by being either a mediator or by causing changes in FMS
that affect the negative outcome of depression. Given the findings that FMS was
associated with increased depression and increased coping strategies, it appears that FMS
may have been causing changes in depression levels through the mediator of coping
strategies. Therefore, the most plausible explanation in terms of the Kashikar-Zuck et al.
(2002) study is that religious coping may at least partially mediate the relationship
between pain and the negative outcome of depression.
Since depression is linked to pain-related illnesses like FMS, it is necessary to
investigate the possible link between religious coping and depression. Support for this
association is mixed (Bosworth et al., 2003) but several studies have been carried out in
support of the relationship between religious coping and depression (Koenig et al., 1992,
Koenig, 1998, Smith, Poll & McCullough, 2003; Vandecreek et al., 2004). In a meta­
analysis by Smith et al. (2003), a slight negative correlation was found between the
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construct of religiousness and depression across 147 total studies. The researchers report
that stressful life events, such as FMS, could moderate a relationship between
religiousness and depression. While these findings suggest support for Model 2 (Figure
1), this does not exactly apply to the causal models of this research because Smith et al.
speaks of moderation and not mediation of causal pathways. Many of the studies
reviewed by Smith et al. operationalized religiousness as an orientation and not
specifically as a coping style. Therefore, these findings may not generalize to support or
contradict the possibility of FMS being the independent variable in a mediation model
where religious coping precedes depression.
Koenig et al. (1992) carried out another study that better applies to the possible
link between religious coping and depression. This study had the advantage of using both
self-reported and observer ratings of depression in a geriatric population. However,
religious coping was defined loosely as emotion-focused coping and only three items
were used to assess the level to which people used religion to deal with their medical
conditions (cancer, heart disease, etc.). Koenig et al. (1992) found that depression and
religious coping were negatively correlated and suggested that religious coping may
allow patients to regain control and meaning in uncontrollable situations. However, the
researchers also intimated that perhaps increases in depression caused religious coping to
lessen. While this debate mirrors that of the religious coping/FMS relationship,
depression is still taken as being the caused outcome of interest in this research.
This review of research supporting the link between religious coping and
depression has supported the idea that depression may have a meaningful relationship
with religious coping, which may be caused by stressors such as FMS. Even though much
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of the research has not been carried out on a FMS population, sufficient evidence exists
to allow for this inference due to the research on other pain-related illnesses (Kashikar-
Zuck et ah, 2002; Keefe et ah, 2000). Religious coping is often found to negatively
correlate with depressive symptoms (Koenig et ah, 1992, Koenig, 1998, Smith, Poll &
McCullough, 2003; Vandecreek et ah, 2004). Therefore, depression is seen as an
important outcome variable in the investigation of FMS symptoms and religious coping.
A review of the studies pertaining to catastrophizing and depression yields some
support for the idea that FMS symptoms and negative coping are associated with poor
pain-related outcomes. Catastrophizing and depression appear to be different constructs
that potentially operate independently during the experience of FMS pain symptoms.
Furthermore, depression has been found to be associated with both chronic pain illnesses
(Nicassio et ah, 1995; Burckhardt et ah, 1993; Turner et ah, 2002; Turner et ah, 2000;
Kashikar-Zuck et ah, 2002; Gracely et ah, 2004; Keefe et ah, 2000; Arnold et ah, 2004)
and religious coping (Koenig et ah, 1992, Koenig, 1998; Smith et al, 2003; Vandecreek et
ah, 2004).
Conclusion
A look at the literature concerning FMS, religious coping, and depression has
shown some support for the interrelations of these constructs. Landmark studies (Engel,
1980; Rosenstiel & Keefe, 1983) and theoretical arguments (Ray, 2004; Pargament,
1997; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984) have illustrated the possible processes by which
religious coping may serve as a mediator between FMS and depression or whether FMS
may be a mediator between religious coping and depression. Research on the past and
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current inefficacy of medical treatments has been cited as reasons for why a more holistic
or alternative approach to FMS may be warranted (Arnold, et al., 2000; Buskila, 2001;
Bernard et al., 2000; Buskila, 1999). Furthermore, the sheer number of patients suffering
from a disease of unknown etiology dictates that more research is necessary (NIAMS,
1999; About fibromyalgia, n.d.).
Religious coping has been reviewed as a possible factor that contributes to
positive outcomes in FMS patients. While not being tested in this research, previous
studies have been cited which support the idea that appraisal processes occur before the
commencement of religious coping and its accompanying mechanisms (Bush et al., 1999;
Keefe et al., 2000; Nicassio et al., 1995; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Spilka et al., 2003,
Pargament et al., 2000). Specifically, religious coping has been argued by various
researchers to be effective through its power to provide control (Bandura, 1999; Lefebvre
et al, 1999; Keefe et al., 2000; Pargament et al., 2000; Spilka et al., 2003) and meaning
(Pargament, 1997; Pargament et al., 2000; Spilka et al., 2003; Keefe et al., 2000) during
stressful situations like FMS. Furthermore, religious coping has been argued to be related
to depression (Koenig et al., 1992, Koenig, 1998, Smith et al., 2003; Vandecreek et al.,
2004). This lends support to the possibility that religious coping may mediate the
relationship between FMS and depression.
Depression has been examined and argued as being a distinct construct separate
from catastrophizing (Turner et al., 2002; Turner et al., 2000; Keefe et al., 2000; Gracely
et al., 2004). Furthermore, the association between depression and pain-related illnesses
has been documented (Turner et al., 2002; Turner et al., 2000; Keefe et al., 2000;
Kashikar-Zuck et al., 2002). However, few studies have been conducted to research the
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nature of depression in FMS populations. Therefore, depression is taken to be a key
outcome variable in this research.
The holistic model espoused by biopsychosocial theory allows for the
interrelation of variables from different levels of analysis (Engel, 1980; Ray, 2004). To
sort out the complex relationships between FMS, religious coping, and depression, two
distinct models will be tested using multiple regression/correlation (Figure 1). The first
model will test whether religious coping mediates the causal relationship between FMS
and depression. It is hypothesized that this model will be best supported by the data,
given the research findings where chronic pain diseases (such as FMS) predicted
religious coping (Dunn & Horgas, 2004; Nicassio, Schuman, et al, 1997; Ellison &
Taylor, 1996, Nicassio et al., 1995).
It is also hypothesized that the model where FMS is thought to mediate the
relationship between religious coping and depression will not be supported. Despite
contrary arguments that religious coping can effect changes in threat-appraised problems
like FMS and other diseases (Pargament, 1997; Pargament et al., 2000; Spilka et al.,
2003), it seems more plausible that religious coping is affected by external stressors
(FMS), which then cause changes in religious coping that affect depression outcomes.
Regarding religious coping and depression, a mediation model (Figure 1) will be
proposed to explain if religious coping mediates the causal relationship between FMS and
depression (Model 1) or whether FMS mediates the relationship between religious coping
and depression (Model 2). Because of the support in the literature for depression as an
outcome variable, its role in either model will not change. However, the research
literature makes it clear that the associations between religious coping and FMS
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symptoms does not speak to the causal process involved with these two variables.
Therefore, the purpose of this study will be to test two separate models in order to aid in
the understanding of how FMS, religious coping, and depression are interrelated.
Method
Participants
Fifty-two participants were recruited from the Loma Linda University Faculty 
Medical Offices . A power analysis1 was done in order to find the number of participants
needed for this research study. All patients were diagnosed by a physician as having
FMS. An exclusion criteria for the sample was that all included participants needed to
report a Judeo-Christian religious affiliation. Two participants did not indicate their
religious affiliation and were thus dropped from the study. This exclusion was enacted
because the religious coping scale to be used in this research was validated on
participants of Judeo-Christian faiths. Even though men and children have reported cases
of FMS, women are by far more likely than men to experience FMS (Goldenberg, 1987).
Therefore, it was expected that the sample would be predominantly female. The final
number of participants was 50.
Procedure
Participants were recruited at the Loma Linda University Faculty Medical
Offices Rheumatology Department. Before filling out the survey, participants signed an
informed consent (Appendix A) and were given a flyer explaining the purpose of the
study and how their participation could be anonymous if they chose (they also had the
In order to have an adequate level of power for detecting meaningful relationship, the alpha for 
correlational statistics will be set at .05. Cohen (1992) stated that in order to detect a significant Pearson’s r 
at a medium effect size, a sample size of 85 is needed. This research expects that the effect size may be less 
than .30, so the sample size will need to be larger than the proposed number of 85. Surely, as many 
participants as are eligible for inclusion in this study will be asked to fill out the included measures. 
However, it should be noted that insufficient power will most likely be a threat in detecting a meaningful 
relationship between the variables of interest to this study.
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option of leaving contact information for future studies). Participants were asked to
complete a short series of questionnaires involving demographics, FMS pain, religious
coping, and depression. FMS pain was measured using the Fibromyalgia Impact
Questionnaire (FIQ) (Burckhardt, Clark & Bennett, 1991) and the short-form McGill
Pain Questionnaire (SF-MPQ) (Melzack & Katz, 2001). Religious coping was measured
using the RCOPE (Pargament, Koenig, & Perez, 2000). Depression was measured via the
Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D). All measurements were
completed at the outpatient facilities listed above.
Participants completed the questionnaires either in the medical office or at home
before returning them to the Rheumatology Department secretaries. These questionnaires
were then picked up by a member of the research team and secured in a locked research
lab. Thus, no member of the research team had direct contact with participants.
Instruments
Demographics. Simple demographic data such as gender, age, education level,
occupational level, religious orientation, and ethnicity were obtained. These basic
demographic variables were measured in order to be used as covariates later in the
statistical analysis.
Fibromyalgia. FMS pain was operationalized as the physical sensation of
discomfort as characterized by tender points on the body that are not caused by tissue
damage. Two different measures were used in order to assess FMS pain. These two
questionnaires were the Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) and the short-form
McGill Pain Questionnaire (SF-MPQ). The FIQ (Appendix B) was chosen as a measure
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of FMS pain because it includes specific questions relating to several FMS symptoms
besides pain, and administration of the FIQ is very simple (Perrot, Dumont, Guillemin,
Pouchot, & Coste, 2003). This assessment tool was developed by Burckhardt et al. (1991)
and was derived from the Health Assessment Questionnaire and the Arthritis Impact
Measurement Scales. The FIQ has found some cross-cultural support by being
successfully translated into several different languages including Hebrew, German,
Swedish, and Turkish (Perrot, et al., 2003).
There are 10 items on the FIQ, and test-retest reliabilities have been found to
range from .56 to .95 (Burckhardt et al., 1991). In the present study, alpha was
determined to be .76. The first item was scored on a Likert-type scale from 0 (always able
to do) to 3 (never able to do). This is the only question on the scale that relates to
behaviors requiring the action of the body’s larger muscles (Burckhardt et al., 1991). For
example, it asks participants to rate how often they have been able to walk several blocks.
Given its small range of variance, no test-retest reliabilities have been carried out on the
first item. Nevertheless, this item is of little importance regarding the purposes of this
study.
Items 2 and 3 asked the participant to number the days they felt well in the past
week as well as the number of days in the past week where FMS symptoms interfered
with their job performance. These two items are on a scale of 1 to 7 because they involve
listing a specific number of days per week where FMS affects a participant’s lifestyle and
job performance. The last seven items all deal with FMS symptoms or effects. These
were measured on a 100 mm continuum similar to a visual analog scale. The continuum
is standardized on a scale of 1 to 10. All items scores were summed together to produce
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composite FIQ scores. Two items of the FIQ were dropped from this study due to
concerns of autocorrelation with other study variables (i.e., depression). Higher scores on
the FIQ denoted increased impact on the participant by FMS symptoms.
Concerning face validity, the items on the FIQ appear to be measuring the
impact of FMS symptoms because the wording is very straightforward. For example, the
fifth item asks the participant “How bad has your pain been?” Content validity was not
found to be present in the first item relating to daily behaviors. However, the content of
the other measures seem to parallel the definitions of FMS symptoms. The authors
specifically constructed the FIQ with the help of the HAQ and AIMS to uniquely tap the
content of common FMS symptoms (Burckhardt et al., 1991). Regarding the purposes of
this study, it appears that the constructs of importance match the constructs measured in
the FIQ.
As could be expected, the FIQ converged well with the Arthritis Impact
Measurement Scale items that matched the specific questions of the FIQ (Burckhardt, et
al., 1991). For example, the FIQ analog scale of pain and the 10-part physical functioning
question correlated at .69 and .67 with their respective counterparts on the Arthritis
Impact Measurement Scale. In addition, the authors specifically called for the FIQ to be
compared to the other accepted scales like the McGill Pain questionnaire. Such
comparisons would make a stronger case for the validity of the FIQ.
The McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ) is an assessment measure of pain and has
been commonly recognized for its reliability and content validity (Perrot et al., 2003;
Nicassio, Radojevic, et al., 1997). The MPQ contains lists of adjectives that patients use
to describe their pain experience (Melzack and Katz, 2001). The four subscales of the
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MPQ are sensory, affective, evaluative, and miscellaneous. The adjective items are
summed to yield a Pain Rating Index (PRI) by taking into account the specific adjectives
chosen as well as the overall number of adjectives (Melzack and Katz, 2001).
The SF-MPQ (Appendix C) contains the MPQ sensory and affective subscale (11
and 4 items, respectively), and it was used in this study because of it ease of
administration. The questions involved asking participants to rank specific adjectives
(throbbing, shooting, etc.) in terms of how they apply to the pain experience. The anchors
of the rating scale were no pain (0), mild pain, (1), moderate pain (2), or severe pain (3).
Lastly, the SF-MPQ contains a personal pain index (PPI), which is one question with a
range of 0 (no pain) to 5 (excruciating pain). Scores were summed together, and higher
scores denoted a more painful experience by the participant.
Love, Leboeuf and Crisp (as cited in Melzack and Katz, 2001) examined the test-
retest reliability of the MPQ on chronic back pain patients and found strong reliability
coefficients for the Pain Rating Index of the scale. A comparison of the SF-MPQ’s
concurrent validity with the MPQ shows a .70 correlation with the PRIs of both scales
(Mcdonald & Weiskopf, 2001). Also, the internal consistency of the SF-MPQ has been
reported as being between .72 and .85 (Mcdonald & Weiskopf, 2001). In this study, it
was found to have an alpha of .85. Another advantage of the SF-MPQ is that the
adjectives used are very easy for patients to understand. The adjectives tap specific
descriptors that patients commonly use to describe their pain experience (Melzack and
Katz, 2001).
Melzack and Katz (2001) report high internal consistency on the SF-MPQ.
Additionally, the SF-MPQ showed moderate concurrent validity by correlating highly
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with the MPQ during several measurement trials of cancer-related chronic pain (Melzack
and Katz, 2001). These findings provide adequate support for the use of SF-MPQ in
measuring FMS pain.
In order to combine the FIQ and SF-MPQ scales, an exploratory factor analysis
was done. Using principle axis extraction with an unrotated solution, 1 factor was
extracted from the combined items of the FIQ and the SF-MPQ. After removing one
item, all items loaded above .3 and were aggregated to make one FMS pain variable. This
new combined variable had a reliability coefficient of .87.
Religious coping. Religious coping was operationalized in this study as a
meaningful relationship with God that includes the search for meaning and control during
stressful situations (Pargament, Smith, Koenig, & Perez, 1998). The search for meaning
is defined by a person’s attempts to understand and interpret stressful events in terms of
his/her religious paradigm (Pargament et al., 2000). Searching for control denotes the
process whereby a person uses his/her religious beliefs to achieve a sense of control even
during uncontrollable events (Pargament et al., 2000). The RCOPE (Appendix D) stands
for “religious coping” and is a broad religious coping measure by Pargament, et al
(2000). It is based on items drawn from previous religious coping measures and
theoretical constructs pertaining to this research. Specifically, the RCOPE was chosen for
inclusion in the study because the five subscales to be used distinctly match the
operationalized constructs that inform religious coping (Coping to Find Meaning and
Coping to Gain Control).
The RCOPE was designed to assess religious coping in people from a Judeo-
Christian religious belief system (Pargament, et al., 2000), which is why the sample in
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this study excludes people from other religious systems. The researchers make this
distinction because the sheer diversity of many world religions makes it impossible to
tailor all questions to fit the specific nuances of each belief system. The whole RCOPE
consists of 21 subscales of 5 items each. However, only five subscales that are part of the
“Meaning” and “Control” factors were used in this study. The first subscale, which deals
with the search for meaning, is Benevolent Religious Reappraisal—“redefining the
stressor through religion as benevolent and potentially beneficial” (Pargament et al.,
2000, p. 522). “Tried to find a lesson from God in the event” is an example of an item
measuring the search for meaning. The last 4 subscales which measure the search for
control are Collaborative Religious Coping—“seeking control through a partnership with
God in problem solving”, Active religious surrender—“an active giving up of control to
God in coping”, Pleading for Direct Intercession—“seeking control indirectly by
pleading to God for a miracle or divine intercession”, and Self-Directing Religious
Coping—“seeking control directly through individual initiative rather than help from
God” (Pargament et al., 2000, pp. 522, 523). An example of a question relating to the
search for control would be “Did my best and then turned the situation over to God”.
Each question in these subscales is measured on a Likert-type response scale from
0 (not at all) to 3 (a great deal). It is important to note that these subscales include
questions regarding negative forms of religious coping. These items will be reverse
scored so that higher religious coping scores will denote positive religious coping.
Therefore, the search for meaning and control subscales will allow for measurement of
maladaptive practices as well. Scores on the RCOPE are summed together, and higher
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scores indicate that participants use increased amounts of religious coping in dealing with
stressors.
All of the five subscales to be used in this research were reported by Pargament et
al. (2000) to have internal consistency above an alpha of .84 (range of .84 to .92). In this
study, the RCOPE alpha was .87. In the literature, the reliability of the RCOPE was
measured via a sample of over 700 college students and hospital patients (Pargament, et
al., 2000). Regarding face and content validity, the items were predominantly drawn from
other religious coping measures that have been shown to broadly cover the content
related to religious coping. Furthermore, the items themselves allow the participant to
apply his/her own context in answering the questions. The RCOPE also showed construct
validity when four of the five subscales important to this research correlated between .38
and .7 with global religious outcome measures (Pargament et al., 2000).
Depression. Depression was operationalized in this study as affective feelings of
moodiness, helplessness, hopelessness, and worthlessness (McDowell & Newell, 1996).
Depression was measured in this study using the Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression Scale (CES-D). The CES-D (Appendix E) was put together using items from
Beck’s Depression inventory and other well-established depression measures (McDowell
& Newell, 1996). The CES-D’s 20 items are scored on a Likert-Type scale from 0 (rarely
or none of the time) to 3 (most or all of the time). An example would be asking a
participant to rate themselves on how often during the past week they have “felt that
people dislike [them]” (McDowell & Newell, 1996).
The CES-D has been found to have internal consistencies of .85 in the general
population and .91 in clinical populations (McDowell & Newell, 1996). The internal
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consistency of the CES-D in this study was .75. Split-half reliabilities have been reported
between .76 and .85. Test-retest correlations, however, have been reported as often
ranging between only .5 and .6. This may be due to the temporal nature of the questions
in only asking for responses in terms of the previous seven days (McDowell & Newell,
1996). Regarding of convergent validity, the CES-D has been found to correlate between
.44 and .69 with the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression. Furthermore, CES-D scores
have been found to correlate at .56 with clinical ratings (Radloff, as cited in McDowell &
Newell, 1996).
The content of the CES-D is seems to have good face and content validity, mainly
because of its close ties with the BDI (Beck’s Depression Inventory) and the MMPI
(Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) (McDowell & Newell, 1996). For
example, a question regarding how often a participant felt depressed in the last week is
very straightforward for the participant to answer. The CES-D has even generated cross-
cultural support by being successfully translated into Chinese. The Chinese version has
showed an internal consistency alpha of .92. The CES-D also includes four reverse-
scored items (i.e. “I enjoyed life”) to guard against response sets. Higher scores on the
CES-D denote more depression in participants, and a score of 16 (out of the total of 60
points) or above was seen as the cutoff point for depression.
Results
The sample consisted of 50 participants and was almost entirely female (49
female, 1 male). The sample averaged 50.28 years of age and was predominantly
Caucasian (see Table 1). All study variables were found to meet the parametric
assumptions of normality, homogeneity of variance, and homoscedasticity. Age, and
gender, and ethnicity of participants were not significantly correlated with study variables
and thus were not included in the analyses as covariates (Table 2). Hierarchical
regressions were conducted in order to test for possible causal relations between study
variables.



















































Correlations between demographic and study variables




4. Ethnicity -.276 .107 125
5. Rel. Coping 161 .248 .019 .214
6. Pain -.059 -.159 -.081 .232 .164
-.074 -.077 -.106 .174 .237 .487**7. Depression
Ethnicity was “dummycoded” with 1 = White/Caucasian and 2 = Non-White/Caucasian 
*p < .05. **p < .01.
Using the principle axis method with an unrotated solution, 1 factor was extracted
from the combined items of the FIQ and the SF-MPQ. All items except for one loaded
above .30. Thus, one item (FIQ item #3) was dropped from the FMS pain scale, and
another exploratory factor analysis was conducted with the remaining items. This
analysis found that no other items loaded below .30 (Table 3), and they were combined to
make one FMS pain variable. Given that items from the FIQ and SF-MPQ were
measured on different standardized scales, the exploratory factor analysis factor scores
were saved and used to produce the overall FMS pain variable scores. This new
combined variable had a reliability coefficient of .87.
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Table 3
Factor Loadings for FMS Pain scale
Factor 1Item
Daily activities (FIQ#1) .348
Number of days felt good (FIQ #2) .491
Pain interfered with ability to work (FIQ #4) .759
How bad pain has been (FIQ #5) .541
Tiredness (FIQ #6) .550
How rested in the morning (FIQ #7) .578
Stiffness (FIQ #8) .424
Throbbing (SF-MPQ #1) .531
Shooting (SF-MPQ #2) .491
Stabbing (SF-MPQ #3) .446
Sharp (SF-MPQ #4) .542
Cramping (SF-MPQ #5) .313
Gnawing (SF-MPQ #6) .336
Hot-Burning (SF-MPQ #7) .579
Aching (SF-MPQ #8) .698
Heavy (SF-MPQ#9) .641
Tender (SF-MPQ #10) .497
Splitting (SF-MPQ #11) .444
Tiring-Exhausting (SF-MPQ #12) .576
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Sickening (SF-MPQ#13) .464
Fearful (SF-MPQ #14) .392
Punishing-Cruel (SF-MPQ #15) .617
Hypothesis #1
The first study hypothesis was that religious coping would partially mediate the
relationship between FMS pain and depression. Baron and Kenny (1986) detailed a
process of four hierarchical regressions that are being capable of finding causal pathways
between variables. All four regressions must be significant in order for mediation to be
supported between three or more variables. There was a small and nonsignificant
correlation between FMS pain and religious coping (r =.16,/? =.254). In regression 1,
FMS pain accounted for 1% of the variance in religious coping but did not significantly
predict RCOPE scores (Table 4).
In regression 2, FMS pain accounted for 22% of the variance in depression [F
(48, 1) = 14.951,/? <.001 ]. Regression 3 was nonsignificant as religious coping predicted
only 4% of the variance in depression. Regression 4 was also nonsignificant as the strong
relationship between FMS pain and depression was only slightly weakened by the
subtraction of variance accounted for by religious coping. Partial correlations between
FMS pain and depression were decreased by .02 when controlling for religious coping.
A separate analysis of hypothesis #1 was conducted with the religious coping
variable broken down by each RCOPE subscale (Table 5). RCOPE subscale #1
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(Benevolent Religious Reappraisal) showed a nonsignificant correlation of .22 with FMS
pain, indicating that FMS pain predicted 3% of the variance in religious coping that deals
Table 4
Hierarchical regressions for religious coping as mediator between FMS pain and 
depression (Hypothesis #1) (N = 50)
Step 1: FMS pain predicting religious coping
Adj r2 tr
.16 .01 1.45
Step 2: FMS pain predicting depression
Adj r2 tr
3.87***.49 .22
Step 3: Religious coping predicting depression
Adj r2 tr
.24 .04 1.69
Step 4: FMS pain predicting depression while controlling for religious coping
Adj r2 Partial rtr
3.63***.49 .22 .47
Evidence for mediation is seen when Steps 1 -3 are significant and Step 4 is 
nonsignificant.
*p < .05. **p < .01. p < .001
with benevolent religious reappraisal. In the second regression, FMS pain once again
significantly predicted depression. Interestingly, regression 3 found that benevolent
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religious reappraisal significantly predicted depression as well (7 = 3.87, p <.001). In
regression step 4, the partial correlation between FMS and depression was reduced by .04
when controlling for RCOPE subscale #1.
Table 5
Hierarchical regressions for RCOPE subscale #1 as mediator between FMS pain and 
depression (Hypothesis #1) (N = 50)
Step 1: FMS pain predicting Benevolent Religious Reappraisal
Adj r2 tr
.22 .03 1.55
Step 2: FMS pain predicting depression
Adj r2 tr
.49 .22
Step 3: Benevolent Religious Reappraisal predicting depression
Adj r2 tr
.37 2.78**.12
Step 4: FMS pain predicting depression while controlling for Benevolent Religious
Reappraisal
Adj r2 Partial rtr
3.44***.49 .24 .45
Evidence for mediation is seen when Steps 1-3 are significant and Step 4 is 
nonsignificant.
*p < .05. **p < .01. p < .001
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Table 6
Hierarchical regressions for RCOPE subscale #2 as mediator between FMS pain and 
depression (Hypothesis #1) (N = 50)
Step 1: FMS pain predicting Collaborative Religious Coping
Adj r2 tr
.20 .02 1.41
Step 2: FMS pain predicting depression
Adj r2 tr
2) gy***.49 .22
Step 3: Collaborative Religious Coping predicting depression
Adj r2 tr
.15 .02 1.05
Step 4: FMS pain predicting depression while controlling for Collaborative Religious
Coping
Adj r2 Partial rtr
3.67***.49 .21 .47
Evidence for mediation is seen when Steps 1-3 are significant and Step 4 is 
nonsignificant.
*p < .05. **p < .01. pc.OOl
Hypothesis #1 was tested using RCOPE subscale #2 (Collaborative Religious
Coping). This subscale (Table 6) was not significantly predicted by FMS pain in
regression 1 (t= 1.41,/?=. 164). Regression 2 was similar to previous significant
regressions featuring FMS pain as a predictor of depression. In regression 3, collaborative
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religious coping did not significantly predict changes in depression (7= 1.05,/?=.300).
The last regression step did not provide evidence that RCOPE subscale #2 significantly
mediated the relationship between FMS pain and depression.
Neither RCOPE subscales #3 (Active Religious Surrender), subscale #4
(Pleading for Direct Intercession), nor subscale #5 (Self-Directing Religious Coping)
were found to significantly correlate with FMS pain or depression. Controlling for these
subscales did not significantly reduce the correlation between FMS pain and depression
(Tables 7, 8, and 9, respectively).
Table 7
Hierarchical regressions for RCOPE subscale #3 as mediator between FMS pain and 
depression (Hypothesis #1) (N ~ 50)
Step 1: FMS pain predicting Active Religious Surrender 
Adj r2 tr
.08 .01 .55
Step 2: FMS pain predicting depression 
Adj r2 tr
2 gy***.49 .22
Step 3: Active Religious Surrender predicting depression 
Adj r2 tr
.04 .00 -.277
Step 4: FMS pain predicting depression while controlling for Active Religious Surrender
Partial rAdj r2 tr
3.88***.49 .21 .49
Evidence for mediation is seen when Steps 1-3 are significant and Step 4 is 
nonsignificant.
*p < .05. **p < .01. p < .001
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Table 8
Hierarchical regressions for RCOPE subscale #4 as mediator between FMSpain and
depression (Hypothesis #1) (N = 50)
Step 1: FMS pain predicting Pleading for Direct Intercession
Adj r2 tr
.20 .02 1.44
Step 2: FMS pain predicting depression
Adj r2 tr
.49 .22 2 gy***
Step 3: Pleading for Direct Intercession predicting depression
Adj r2 tr
.00.11 .786
Step 4: FMS pain predicting depression while controlling for Pleading for Direct
Intercession
Adj r2 Partial rtr
.51 .23 3.73*** .48
Evidence for mediation is seen when Steps 1 -3 are significant and Step 4 is 
nonsignificant.
*p < .05. **p < .01. p < .001
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Table 9
Hierarchical regressions for RCOPE subscale #5 as mediator between FMSpain and 
depression (Hypothesis #1) (N = 50)





Step 2: FMS pain predicting depression 
Adj r2 tr
.49 .22
Step 3: Self-Directing Religious Coping predicting depression 
Adj r2 tr
.252.04 .00
Step 4: FMS pain predicting depression while controlling for Self-Directing Religious 
Coping
Adj r2 Partial rtr
3.94***.50 .22 .50
Evidence for mediation is seen when Steps 1-3 are significant and Step 4 is 
nonsignificant.
*p < .05. **p < .01. p < .001
Hypothesis #2
The second hypothesis was that FMS pain would not significantly mediate the
relationship between religious coping and depression. The same process of hierarchical
regressions explained by Baron and Kenny was used for this analysis. The first three
regressions were similar to the findings of hypothesis #1 because they represented the
similar bivariate correlations between FMS pain, religious coping, and depression (Table
4). The only significant relationship was found between FMS pain and depression.
Regression 4 was nonsignificant as well (r =.24,/? =.209) (Table 10). The correlation




Hierarchical regressions for FMS pain as mediator between religious coping and 
depression (Hypothesis #2) (N = 50)
Step 1: FMS pain predicting religious coping
Adj r2 tr
.16 .01 1.45
Step 2: FMS pain predicting depression
Adj r2 tr
3.87***.49 .22
Step 3: Religious coping predicting depression
Adj r2 tr
.24 .04 1.69
Step 4: Religious coping predicting depression while controlling for FMS pain
Adj r2 Partial rtr
.24 .03 1.27 .15
Evidence for mediation is seen when Steps 1-3 are significant and Step 4 is 
nonsignificant.
*p < .05. **p < .01. p < .001
Discussion
This study proposed two hypotheses. First, religious coping was hypothesized to
mediate the relationship between FMS pain and depression. Second, FMS pain was
hypothesized to not mediate the relationship between religious coping and depression.
Hypothesis #1 was not supported in that religious coping did not significantly mediate the
relationship between FMS pain and depression. Hypothesis #2 was supported as FMS
pain did not significantly mediate the relationship between religious coping and
depression. There does seem to be support for the strong relationship between FMS pain
and depression. Chronic pain, including FMS pain is consistently reported in the
literature as being associated with concomitant depression (Lee, Chan, & Berven, 2007).
However, the relationship between religious coping strategies with FMS pain and
depression is unclear in this study and still a hotly debated topic in the literature.
In this study, the relationship between religious coping and pain was small and
nonsignificant. This same type of relationship was the same across all religious coping
subscales except for Self-Directing religious coping, which displayed a negative
relationship. Rapp (2000) found that religious coping strategies such as prayer were
actually correlated with higher pain levels in patients with chronic knee pain. This study
also found a slight, nonsignificant, positive correlation between religious coping (both
positive and negative forms) and pain severity as well.
Other researchers have also found positive correlations between religious coping
and pain (Rippentrop, 2005; Rosensteil & Keefe, 1983), but very few studies exist that
examine the link between religious coping and pain specifically related to FMS. This
research study’s nonsignificant findings of positive correlations between positive and
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negative types of religious coping could possibly be affected by negative overall coping
styles that are specific to FMS patients. It may be that the uncontrollable nature of the
FMS pain experience leads to FMS patients feeling as though none of their coping
strategies can effectively handle pain.
It could also be argued that key weaknesses in this study’s measurement design
also may have affected the relationship between FMS pain and religious coping. While
this study’s specific limitations will be discussed shortly, it is possible that the RCOPE
did not effectively measure both aspects of positive and negative coping. While it is clear
from the hierarchical regressions in the previous section that global religious coping
strategies did not correlate with decreased physical pain, it remains unclear whether
teasing apart differences between positive and negative forms of religious coping could
predict separate pain severity outcomes.
Another consideration regarding the possible link between religious coping and
increased pain is that FMS patients have been found to exhibit higher levels of
neuroticism than normal controls (Manu, 2006). Also, FMS patients appear more prone
to handling pain with negative affect (Zautra et al., 2005). This could possibly explain the
inability of this study’s participants to engage in positive religious coping strategies. This
research seems to support Zautra et al. in that this study’s FMS participants seemed to be
unable to overcome negative coping patterns in order to benefit from positive religious
coping strategies.
Another obscured topic in the religious coping literature is whether religious
coping positively correlates with depression. There appears to be some evidence that
moderate levels of religious coping are linked to decreased depression (Eliassen, Taylor
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& Lloyd, 2005). Other research contends that types of religious coping can indeed have a
negative outcome in terms of depression (Koenig, Pargament, & Nielsen, 1998).
However, there is hardly any research literature that has found a positive correlation
between religious coping and depression. This may be due to the fact that these
constructs have not been studied in FMS populations.
Religious coping in this study was found to correlate moderately, yet
nonsignificantly, with depression. Once again, this study proposed that religious coping
would mediate the relationship between FMS pain and depression. It was not expected
that religious coping would demonstrate positive relationships with both FMS pain and
depression. Global religious coping was found to partially but nonsignificantly mediate
the relationship between FMS pain and religious coping. This can possibly be explained
by acknowledging that religious coping represents only one small area of overall coping
that could potentially mediate the relationship between FMS pain and depression. As will
be discussed shortly, this study’s lack of power may have contributed to the
nonsignificant relationship between religious coping and other variables.
The nonsignificant correlation between both types of religious coping (positive
and negative) and depression can also be viewed from a stress-buffering perspective.
Smith, McCullough, and Poll (2003) have advanced this viewpoint to explain how
“religiousness”, not necessarily religious coping strategies, may protect against
depressive symptoms. Smith et al. point out that religious beliefs may serve to provide
access to resources that negatively correlate with depression. For example, it may be that
some individuals experience the protective benefits of social support in handling
depression if they regularly attend religious services. Using this perspective to understand
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the present findings, it may be that the individuals in this study lacked certain resources
that usually accompany effective religious coping practices. The FMS patients sampled
here have unique experiences in their histories (trauma, interpersonal stressors, etc.) that
account for deficits in areas often associated with religious coping benefits (increased
social support, self-soothing, etc.) (Bal, De Bourdeaudhuij, Crombez, & Van Oost, 2005;
Pargament, 1997).
This study’s findings provide several key insights into clinical management of
FMS and its psychosocial correlates. First, clinicians dealing with FMS patients would be
advised to be aware of the religious coping strategies of their clients. It should not be
assumed that religious coping is completely separate from a patient’s general coping
strategies. Instead, clinicians would do well to prepare for and even expect to encounter
working with religious coping strategies that occur in conjunction with FMS. Being
attuned to patients’ strategies that are already in use allows for clinicians to form
hypotheses about effective ways to provide therapeutic interventions aimed at both
physical and affective symptom management.
Second, clinical interventions with FMS patients, whether geared towards
controlling pain or depressive symptoms, may be more useful when they target the
reduction of negative religious coping strategies. Despite this research study’s finding
that even positive religious coping may negatively impact pain and depression, it would
seem that, based on other studies, negative religious coping practices contributes
substantially to pain and depression outcomes (Koenig, Pargament, & Nielsen, 1998).
Thus, FMS patients may be better served by being able to develop skills by which
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negative religious beliefs and coping strategies can be reduced in order to give way to
more adaptive forms of coping (i.e. cognitive restructuring, etc.).
Lastly, it is important to point out that, while not statistically significant, the only
religious coping subscale that had a negative relationship with pain involved self-
direction. This speaks to the self-efficacy that individuals have about themselves that
allows them to control pain without reliance on a religious coping strategy. It may
behoove mental health professionals to recognize when religious coping does not play a
part in a client’s coping strategies. While untested in this research, it may be that a self-
directed coping stance may indicate a more internally-centered locus of control. Hence,
FMS patients with this style of coping may be inoculated against both potential benefits
and detriments inherently connected with religious coping strategies.
Limitations
The results of this study suggest that religious coping is probably one area of
overall coping strategies that does not significantly mediate the relationship between
FMS pain and depression. Several distinct weaknesses of this study may have contributed
to the nonsignificant findings presented thus far. First, this study used a cross-sectional
design. By incorporating such a narrow slice of the overall FMS population into this
sample, it is possible that the results reflect associations specific to that group.
Furthermore, it is difficult to generalize this study findings regarding the correlations of
FMS pain, religious coping, and depression because no control group was used.
Second, this research study employed the use of only 50 participants (after data
screening). This sample size may not have been large enough to detect statistical
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significance given the magnitude of the relationships between study variables. The
sample size resulted in decreased statistical power in that large effect sizes were required
to attain statistical significance at the .05 level. A sample size of greater than 85 would
have been necessary in order to detect significance for moderate effect sizes (.30 and
above). Unfortunately, the sample size of this study fell well below such a mark. Further
research is therefore necessary in order to confirm whether the relationships found in this
study are supported in other, larger samples. It may be that these findings are sample-
specific of the FMS patients who participated in this study.
Third, the religious coping measure in this study may have failed to capture the
dynamic process that FMS patients undertake when searching for meaning and control.
For example, a negative form of religious coping such as pleading for direct intercession
may at different points in the coping process serve positive or negative functions. This
also speaks to the need of measuring coping longitudinally during the FMS experience in
order to gauge its changes.
Despite these shortcomings, this research has served to uncover potential coping
irregularities in FMS patients. Future research focused on longitudinal measurement of
coping and depression outcomes will most likely provide clearer insights into the
psychosocial functioning of FMS populations.
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Adult Consent for Own Participation
You are invited to participate in a research study titled “The Relations of Pain,
Religious Coping, and Depression in Fibromyalgia”. If you decide to participate in the
study, your involvement will take no more than 1 hour of your time. We will ask you to
fill out various questionnaires regarding your experiences with Fibromyalgia as well as
other life experiences. There is little foreseeable risk or benefit from your participation.
because this is simply an assessment study and not a treatment study.
Your participation is voluntary and you will be free to refuse or stop at any time
without penalty. All information will be number coded and strictly confidential; names
will not be associated with codes. Your identity will not be revealed without your written
consent.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. If you are more
comfortable directing your questions to an unbiased third party, please contact Linda
Halstead at the Office of Sponsored Research.
Dr. Kendal Boyd Derek Bacchus Linda Halstead
Psychology Department Psychology Department Office of Sponsored Research
Loma Linda University Loma Linda University Loma Linda University
Phone: 909-558-8574 Phone: 909-799-9426 Phone: 909-824-4531




I understand that any information about me obtained from this research will be
kept strictly confidential. I do understand that my research records may be subpoenaed by
court order or may be inspected by federal regulatory authorities.
Signature Date
Investigator Date
Please place your initials here acknowledging receipt of a copy of this consent form.
The FIQ
ID #:
Please circle the response that best describes how often the following scenarios apply to
you. Think of each question in terms of how Fibromyalgia affects your regular
functioning.
Always Most times Occasionally Never
l.Were you able to:
a. Do shopping 0 1 2 3
b. Do laundry with a washer and dryer 0 1 2 3
c. Prepare meals 0 1 2 3
d. Wash dishes/cooking utensils by hand 0 1 2 3
0e. Vacuum a rug 1 2 3
f. Make beds 0 1 2 3
g. Walk several blocks 0 1 2 3
h. Visit ffiends/family 0 1 2 3
i. Do yard work 0 1 2 3
j. Drive a car 0 1 2 3
2. Of the 7 days in the past week, how many days did you feel good?
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. How many days in the past week did you miss work because of your fibromyalgia? (If
you do not have a job outside the home, leave this item blank.) 1 2 3 4 5
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For these last few questions, please indicate your own responses on a scale from
1-10.
4. When did you go to work, how much did pain or other symptoms of your fibromyalgia
interfere with your ability to do your job?
1 2 3 4 65 7 8 9 10
No problem Great difficulty
5. How bad has your pain been?
1 2 3 4 65 7 8 9 10
No pain Very severe pain
6. How tired have you been?
2 31 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
No tiredness Very tired
7. How have you felt when you got up in the morning?
1 2 3 4 65 7 8 9 10
Awoke well rested Awoke very tired
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8. How bad has your stiffness been?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
No stiffness Very stiff
9. How tense, nervous or anxious have you felt?
1 2 3 4 65 7 8 9 10
Not tense Very tense
10. How depressed or blue have you felt?
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 97 10




Please rate the degree to which the following adjectives describe your
Fibromyalgia pain.
Mild ModerateNone Severe
Throbbing 0) 1) 2) 3)
Shooting 0) i) 2) 3)
Stabbing 0) 1) 2) 3)
Sharp 0) 1) 2) 3)
Cramping 0) 1) 2) 3)
Gnawing 0) 1) 2) 3)
Hot-Burning 0) 1) 2) 3)
Aching 0) 1) 2) 3)
0) 1) 2)Heavy 3)
Tender 0) 1) 2) 3)
Splitting 1)0) 2) 3)
Tiring-Exhausting 0) 1) 2) 3)
Sickening 0) 1) 2) 3)
Fearful 0) 1) 2) 3)
Punishing-Cruel 1)0) 2) 3)
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The following items deal with ways you coped with the negative events of
Fibromyalgia in your life. There are many ways to try to deal with problems. These items
ask you what you did to cope with the negative event of Fibromyalgia. Obviously,
different people deal with things in different ways, but we are interested in how you tried
to deal with it. Each item says something different about a particular way of coping. We
want to know to what extent you did what the item says. How much or how frequently.
Do not answer based on what worked or not—just whether or not you did it. Try to rate
each item separately in your mind from the others. Make you answers as true FOR YOU
as you can.
1= A little bit0= Not at all 2= Somewhat 3= A
great deal
1. Saw my situation as part of God’s plan. 1 2 3 4
2. Tried to find a lesson from God in the event. 1 2 3 4
3. Tried to see how God might be trying to 
strengthen me in this situation.
1 2 3 4
4. Thought that the event might bring me closer 1 
to God.
2 3 4
5. Tried to see how the situation could be 
beneficial spiritually.
1 2 3 4
6. Tried to put my plans into action together 
with God.
1 2 3 4
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7. Worked together with God as partners. 1 2 3 4
8. Tried to make sense of the situation with God. 1 2 3 4
9. Felt that God was working right along with 1 2 3 4
me.
10. Worked together with God to relieve 1 2 3 4
my womes.
11. Did my best and then turned the situation 1 2 3 4
over to God.
12. Did what I could and put the rest in God’s 1 2 3 4
hands.
13. Took control over what I could, and gave the 1 2 3 4
rest up to God.
14. Tried to do the best I could and let God do 1 2 3 4
the rest.
15. Turned the situation over to God after 1 2 3 4
doing all that I could.
16. Pleaded with God to make things turn 1 2 3 4
out okay.
17. Prayed for a miracle. 1 2 3 4
18. Bargained with God to make things better. 1 2 3 4
19. Made a deal with God so that he would make 1 2 3 4
things better.
20. Pleaded with God to make everything work 1 2 3 4
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out.
21. Tried to deal with my feelings without 1 2 3 4
God’s help.
22. Tried to make sense of the situation without 1 2 3 4
relying on God.
23. Made decisions about what to do without 1 2 3 4
God’s help.
24. Depended on my own strength without 1 2 3 4
support from God.




Instructions for questions: Below is a list of the ways you might have felt or
behaved. Please tell us how often you felt this way during the past week.
Occasionally
Rarely or Some or a or a moderate Most all
little ofnone of amount of the of the
the time the time time time
During the past week: (less than 1 day) (1-2 days) (3-4 days) (5-7 days)
1. I was bothered by things 
that usually don’t bother me
0 1 2 3
2. I did not feel like eating; my 
appetite was poor
0 1 2 3
3. I felt that I could not shake 
off the blues even with the 
help from my family and 
friends
0 1 2 3
4. I felt that I was just as 
good as other people
0 1 2 3
5. I had trouble keeping my 
mind on what I was doing
0 1 2 3
6. I felt depressed 0 1 2 3
7. I felt that everything I 
did was an effort
0 1 2 3
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8. I felt hopeful about the 0 1 2 3
future
9. I thought my life had 0 1 2 3
been a failure
10.1 felt fearful 0 1 2 3
11. My sleep was restless 0 1 2 3
12.1 was happy 0 1 2 3
13.1 talked less than usual 0 1 2 3
14.1 felt lonely 0 1 2 3
15. People were unfriendly 0 1 2 3
16.1 enjoyed life 0 1 2 3
17.1 had crying spells 0 1 2 3
18.1 felt sad 0 1 2 3
19.1 felt that people dislike 0 1 2 3
me
20.1 could not get “going” 20 1 3
